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active passiveExample: Our car crashed into another vehicle.

Identify the given statements as active voice or passive voice.

9) The bee is collecting nectar. active passive

5) An alligator was spotted by Andy in the lagoon. active passive

4) Our dog has run into the neighbor's house. active passive

8) Flamingos have pink feathers. active passive

6) Natasha will buy a pen tomorrow. active passive

7) Mark is liked by everyone at school. active passive

3) The letter to the principal will be written by Nathan. active passive

2) The guitar was played by Henry. active passive

By the evening, the lawn will have been mowed by Rosa.10) active passive

1) The pink and white !owers will bloom in spring. active passive
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Name : Answer key

active passiveExample: Our car crashed into another vehicle.

Identify the given statements as active voice or passive voice.

9) The bee is collecting nectar. active passive

5) An alligator was spotted by Andy in the lagoon. active passive

4) Our dog has run into the neighbor's house. active passive

8) Flamingos have pink feathers. active passive

6) Natasha will buy a pen tomorrow. active passive

7) Mark is liked by everyone at school. active passive

3) The letter to the principal will be written by Nathan. active passive

2) The guitar was played by Henry. active passive

By the evening, the lawn will have been mowed by Rosa.10) active passive

1) The pink and white !owers will bloom in spring. active passive
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